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Neural stem cells are cells that are converted to neurons upon receipt of proper signals. 
Different signals are received by the neural stem cells at different times and formation of 
normal neurons is based upon receipt of the proper signal at the appropriate time. Therefore, 
elucidation of the time of involvement of different genes in neuronal differentiation has a 
great importance in neurodevelopment.   
 
Recent findings have shown that the so called Sox gene family has regulatory function during 
neuron formation (neurogenesis) and muscle formation (myogenesis). For example, Sox1, -2 
and -3 proteins (Sox1-3) maintain the neural stem cells in the undifferentiated status while 
Sox15 inhibits myogenesis. The aim of my project was to find out what genes are regulated 
by Sox3 gene. Are similar genes involved in neurogenesis and myogenesis ? 
 
To achieve the goal of the project, different cell types were employed. One type of cells were 
mouse myoblast cells which upon differentiation could form muscles. Two different forms of 
these cells were used in the project. One form had more Sox3 expression than normal 
myoblast cells and the other one had more Sox15 expression than normal cells. Embryonic 
stem cells (ES cells), was another type of cells used in this study. These cells could form 
neurons upon differentiation and had more Sox3 expression than normal ES cells. By 
comparing each of Sox3- and Sox15-expressing myoblast cells to normal myoblast cells, 
genes whose expression fluctuated in Sox3 myoblast cells but not in Sox15 myoblast cells 
were identified. With the same approach, fluctuation in the expression of genes in Sox3 ES 
cells was compared to normal ES cells. By comparison of these two groups of genes between 
myoblast cells and ES cells, the candidate target genes of Sox3 could be identified.     
 
Microarray and real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) are two 
methods to measure the expression of the genes. Through application of these two methods, I 
found that cyclin D2 (CCND2) and Plagl1 (Pleomorphic adenoma gene-like 1) genes showed 
fluctuation in their expression, in mouse myoblast cells expressing both Sox3 and Sox15, 
suggesting that Sox3 and Sox15 may work through similar pathways. Moreover, the 
expression of the same genes fluctuated in Sox3 ES cells, indicating that cyclin D2 and Plagl1 
could be the targets of Sox3.   
 
In the future, more genes that are involved in both neurogenesis and myogenesis should be 
identified. The identified genes should be further characterized in terms of expression and 
function with alternative methods. 
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